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About This Content
Developed with input from real DTM drivers such as Bruno Spengler and Daniel Juncadella, the DTM Experience 2015 builds
on the success of previous DTM experiences and adds all the 2015 cars from Audi, BMW and Mercedes as well as refined
physics, improved sounds and updated tracks. This is the pinnacle of high tech touring car racing.
Recreated to the smallest details, these DTM cars are faster than ever, and now they are yours to tame. So buckle up and take on
the 2015 challenge.
Features all 2015 regulations and of course action. Lots of action.
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Title: RaceRoom - DTM Experience 2015
Genre: Free to Play, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Sector3 Studios
Release Date: 21 Oct, 2015
7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS:Microsoft Windows Vista / 7 / 8 / 10
Processor:Dual core at 2.4 GHz or AMD equivalent
Memory:4 GB
Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or AMD equivalent
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:15 GB HD space
Sound:DirectX compatible
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,French,German,Italian
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raceroom racing experience dtm 2015. raceroom - dtm experience 2015
I really love this game but sometime having this "error 503 portal services unavailable". Dtm is best described as the german
equivelent of v8supercars. not quite as fast, but with alot more tech, shorter races, and more complex rules. that being said, the
2015 series has relaxed the rules a bit. the track list is solid, though most of them are shared with adac gt masters 2014 and
2013. and loses one track compared to the 2014 serioes (hungro ring) the rules are pretty solid in my opinion and the cars and
the ai are pretty dam good.
the rules are pretty simple if you do wish to follow them.
1. two 30 min races.
2. 4 sets of tires to use as you see fit, between qualification, and both races.
3. drs is avaible if you cross the start finish line with 1 second or less between the car infront of you, and yourself. you can use it
up to 3 times that lap. drs once active remains active until you start slowing down, or you excead the yaw rate
4 refueling during pitstops are allowed
as far as how the car goes. Its powerful, and will spin easly at low speeds, however, it has a fair amout of mechanical latral grip,
its aero grip is solid as well. however, in a draft, your going to have a bit of aero push, your front loses a bit of grip in high speed
turns. breaks are really really good, more so then v8super. to be successful, you need to take care of your tires and you need to
use your drs well.
main downsides of the pack is the track list, which I find is a bit meh. also, as a spec series, your three cars only look diffrent.
also, the breaking is also really really really late (kinda like gt3) which for me, makes me feel a little uncomfortable. cars also
run a bit too stable once your at speed.
overall, the physics are very solid, the ai really makes you work for ever win. and dtm racing can really push you to your limits
as a driver. I do perfer the older cars to this, but it runs really really well.
. Good but there are not enough players online... Once I finally got my wheel set up, its great. beutiful graphics, almosty like
watching TV. To set a profile you had to click several times to get it to except a new command. Once I got by that have had no
more issues. Im using the Logitec G920, by far their best wheel yet.. game doesnt even start
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